4 Day Fly-in Safari: Queen & Gorillas
Day 1: Entebbe – Queen Elizabeth
Departure from Entebbe with the Aerolink morning flight to Kasese, Queen Elizabeth National
Park. Arrival between 10:00-11:00am. Pick up and transfer in acustomised safari vehicle to
Mweya Lodge for lunch with a view of the Kazinga Channel.
After lunch, you’ll go on a game drive and launch trip on the Kazinga Channel aboard the
Kingfisher. Then, you’ll drive down to the Ishasha Sector in the late afternoon to arrive by dinner
time.
Accommodation: Ishasha Wilderness Tented Camp. (Full Board)

Day 2: Queen Elizabeth - Bwindi
Early breakfast and morning game drive in Queen Elizabeth National Park. & drive down to
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park. Arrival in mid-afternon at Buhoma Lodge, where the rest
of the day will be for lazing around and relaxing so as to be well-rested for the gorilla trek the
following morning. Buhoma, like all the places where mountain gorilla live, is quite elevated and
temperatures may be cold and rainy. We advise to bring warm clothes and rain jackets.
Accommodation: Buhoma Lodge. (Full Board)

Day 3: Bwindi Impenetrable
Early breakfast and gorilla trekking in Bwindi. The duration of your trek will depend on how far
in the forest the gorilla family you’re assigned to will be. You will leave for your trek with a
packed lunch. The afternoon after your trek is for relaxing comfortably at the lodge.
Accommodation at Buhoma Lodge. (Full Board)

Day 4: Bwindi - Entebbe
Return to Entebbe with a scheduled Aerolink flight from Kihihi Airport.
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If you are interested in this package, please e-mail us to enquire about the cost, terms &
conditions: at info@uganda-wildlife-photographic-safaris.com

If you would like a personalized itinerary, either use our Tailor Made Safaris form on the
website or contact us and provide us with as much information as possible.
We will get back to you with all of the details you require.

Includes:
Accommodation with meal plan as per itinerary | 4x4 Safari Vehicle, Guide/driver, & Road
Transfers | Bottled drinking water in vehicle during road transfer and game drives | Game
drives | Flights with Aerolink | Gorilla permits | Park fees for Queen Elizabeth NP | Launch
Cruise on the Kazinga Channel
Exclusions:
Extra activities | Personal expenses | Drinks with meals & Alcoholic drinks | Tips | Visas
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